OK ... so this is not out of Africa. But can you blame me for including a picture of our two-week old grand daughter in the arms of grandma in Minnesota.

Angolan, Carlos James, organized a Restoration Seminar in northern Namibia. His house of sheet steel is as an oven in the hot summer days of Namibia.

This is the real Denville Willie, AIM team member, on the road in the bush of Africa, headed to teach a Restoration Seminar to preachers who are seeking truth.

All kinds travel Africa. A husband and wife built this African vehicle and drove it from Europe to where we met them outside Cape Town. They had traveled for six months.

Africa relies on people power. A young & strong man (insert) pulls our vehicle across an African river by pulling on a cable that extends the length of the ferry. Opposite cultures.

What could be more satisfying and Christ-commissioned than to deliver *Study New Testaments* to young school children. This is just pure fun!